
Usability Test Instructions
3D-rone App

1. App Description
The 3D-rone App is an interactive 3D web-based application that enables 3D visualization of
indoor drone flight operations for inspection of large buildings.

2. Study background
Drones have been increasingly adopted in the architecture, engineering, and construction
industries for different operations including inspecting building structures such as building roof
trusses, slabs, beams, or ceiling.

When inspecting indoor environments, it requires humans to operate drones to perform these
inspections since the drones can not be autonomous as for example they can’t access the GPS.
Experienced drone pilots make a series of decisions to accomplish their tasks safely and
successfully, this include deciding which flight routes to take, where to face the drone camera,
which speed is appropriate to reach to a target to be inspected, or which direction approach
strategy to apply while inspecting different targets located inside the building. Pilots who have
less experience using drones indoors might need training to learn from expert drone pilots how
to perform such non-autonomous operations.

This study presents a 3D data visualization tool, 3D-rone App, designed to perform training and
decision-making activities involved in inspection of the indoors of large buildings for novice
drone pilots.

3. Test Purpose
The purpose of this study is to determine the usefulness of the 3D-rone App and discover any
usability difficulties in using this system to learn about using drones in building inspection. In
this experiment we want to test if users can understand Critical Operational Steps for Building
Inspection (i.e. flight route, and approach strategy to inspect a target: appropriate speed, drone
camera orientation, counterclockwise or clockwise direction).

4. Procedure
The usability test of the 3D-rone will be conducted using zoom. As a participant, you will need
to be in a quiet room, with stable internet, and a computer monitor with a microphone, a
mouse-and-keyboard to be able to join a verbal conversation with us and explore the designed
visualization. Please remember to mute your phone if you have it with you to minimize
distractions during the test.

We are testing the usability of the 3D-rone App. This study is organized in 4 main sections:
(1) First, we will ask you to give us your consent to participate through a consent form, ask you
to complete a short demographic survey, and answer any questions you have with the test
instructions.
(2) Then, we will describe the use of the 3D-rone app in a test scenario and Tutorial video.
(3) Next, we will ask you task performance questions listed below related to the App in a form

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdbnc37bVAtwNEiIOIkii-NbJIz7pJKG9ixr0xqm6P6tr-VVg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd5GG1IY5nfLy3ZMXIAEdRocrfrWF-Uw9OfuDkDXDYh3t27TQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://2021-sd-ui.github.io/1/
https://3drone.cs.mtu.edu/
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of semi-structured interview.
(4) Finally, we will end the session asking you to complete a final survey and debriefing.

5. Consent form (to be signed at the beginning of the study)

Computer User Interface Usability Testing                                      App Name: 3D-rone App

You are being invited to participate in a research study to determine the usefulness and usability
of computer user interfaces. This study is being conducted by Dr. Robert Pastel of Michigan
Technological University Computer Science Department and Dr. Pastel's Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) courses. The students are performing the usability tests as part of their project
and to fulfill the HCI course requirements.

There are no known risks if you decide to participate in this research study. There are no costs to
you for participating in the study. The information you and the tasks that you will perform will
determine the usefulness and usability of user interfaces. The questionnaires and the tasks should
take less than an hour to complete. The information collected may not benefit you directly, but
the information learned in this study should provide more general benefits.

The questionnaires and tests are anonymous. No one will be able to identify you and your
answers, and no one will know whether or not you participated in the study except for the
instructor of the class who is giving you credit for participating. Should the data be published, no
individual information will be disclosed.

Your participation in this study is voluntary. By completing the questionnaires and performing
the tasks, you are voluntarily agreeing to participate. You are free to decline to answer any
particular question you do not wish to answer or not to perform a task for any reason.

The testing may make use of video conferencing software which will record your tasks on the
computer screen and from your webcam. The webcam recordings will not be shared, and you
may mute the webcam at any time. Before sharing your screen, you should clear your desktop of
any open apps except your browser. Also you should clear your desktop of any icons or widget
that you wish not to be observed.

If you have any questions about the study, please contact Dr. Robert Pastel, Associate Professor,
Computer Science Department, Michigan Technology University, Houghton, MI 49931.

Note:
The conversation will be recorded for later processing.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfF4B1ErSQWQwQag3pUSKWRNLkzquOmc5v6nBFGMNskoX8DQA/viewform?usp=sf_link
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6. Usability task performance questions

Q1: “How many drone pilots are present in the data shown to you?”

Q2: “How many flights per pilot are shown in the visualization?

Q3: “How many inspection points are in the App?”

Q4: “Considering the flight route taken by pilot 4 in flight 2 from the first inspected target to the
last one, does pilot 4 have a preference for target exploration direction (i.e., clockwise,
counterclockwise)?”

Q5: “Does the drone camera for Pilot 4 face every target at some point in the flight 2 path?”

Q6: “Did Pilot 4 in flight 2 use the same speed when inspecting every inspection target?

Q7: “After visualizing the flight route taken by pilot 4 in flight 2, in your opinion which building
inspection targets were the most difficult to observe and why?”

Q8: “After visualizing the flight route taken by pilot 4 in flight 2, in your opinion which building
inspection targets were the easiest to observe and why?”

Q9: “Which building inspection target was the last inspected by pilot 4 in flight 2?”

Q10: “Which drone pilot performed the building inspection task the fastest?”

open ended questions

Q1: “Overall, was it easy or difficult to understand how to perform the tasks during this study?
Please elaborate your answer.”

Q2: “What task did you enjoy the most during this study”?

Q3: “What task did you find frustrating during this study”?

Q4: “Do you think this App is a useful tool for novice pilots who want to learn critical
operational steps for indoor building inspection from Expert drone pilots? Please elaborate your
answer.”

7. Usability test scenario (Tutorial video)

You have just been hired by a construction company that uses drones to inspect large buildings.
Your supervisor gives you 3D plans of the building you are about to inspect and inside the
building each area of interest is marked in red. Your assignment is to inspect each marked area.

https://3drone.cs.mtu.edu/
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You are also given the company’s Drone to use in the inspection task. You just graduated from
school and have used drones a few times to take videos, but you have never used a drone for
building inspection. You reached out to a coworker for help and the coworker shared the 3D-rone
App with you and recommended using the 3D-rone App before going on the field to do the task
the supervisor assigned to you. What would you do in this situation?

8. Visual representation of the App features

You can make use of the 3D-rone App Help to understand how to use this tool.

7.1. Camera controls

● Your can zoom in/out or rotate the view
● View different perspectives using the yellow viewcube
● Use the ‘ Reset View’ to go back to the original X,Y,Z position.

7.2. Inspection Targets

● Red cubes markers in the App represent inspection targets.
● You can use the ‘label inspection point’ button to see letters representing each inspection

target

https://2021-sd-ui.github.io/1/
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7.3. Highlighted path

● When a drone pilot has difficulties inspecting a target they reduce the speed (e.g: here
pilot 1 reduced the speed up to 0.017m/s at the 46.7 second) and spend more time, when
it is easy they move. See image below in Drone Data.

● The cone emitting out of the drone represents where the drone camera is facing. The
viewer shows what is inside the drone cone.

● Here in the first image below, only the 1st Flight of Pilot 1 is visible and highlighted.
● The path Toggle provides information about the flight route duration. e.g: here 1st Flight

of Pilot 1 highlighted in green took 394.36 Seconds (total time) to inspect each target.
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7.4. Selecting a Path to visualize

Two methods can be used to select a specific flight route
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● Go to Path Toggle, highlight a pilot’s flight and turn off other flights except the flight of
your interests. Here the 1st flight of pilot 3 is the only one highlighted and visible.

● For the second method see description of the images 2 below.


